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Students attending sessions at the North STEM Centres were the first to dive back
into the STEM programme on Saturday 15th September 2018, followed by the
reopening of the South STEM sessions on Saturday 22nd September 2018.
This issue of the STEM Programme Newsletter reviews the resumption of the
programme for the academic year 2018/2019 with a focus on the July/August
vacation period. The STEM Vacation Camp 2018 included a series of activities and
field trips that kept the junior and senior bursary students engaged for a 7-day
period each. As we say in STEM, learning and fun never actually goes on vacation
(even when school does).
The achievements of our STEM students continue to be acknowledged and
celebrated as we look at the MIC Closing Ceremony for the first cohort of students
for the three-year Technical Programme and the receipt of a National Youth Award
by one of the STEM Bursary students.

Welcome!

The STEM Programme has resumed for the new Academic Year 2018/2019.

NEW YEAR NEW FACILITATOR - Welcome Ms Lewis
Ms. Lewis, originally from Point Fortin, moved to North Trinidad to attend the University of the West Indies
St. Augustine where her dream of becoming a doctor was gradually replaced by a love for Biochemistry
which initiated a shift towards science education.
She currently has over thirteen years teaching experience at the Secondary School level. While her initial
entry into teaching was for practical reasons, she grew to love being an educator. Science communication and
contributing towards producing a more scientifically literate society became a passion for her and it still is.
She continues to develop herself as a science communicator and looks forward to further successful projects.
Participating in the Shell Trinidad and Tobago Limited STEM Initiative on behalf of her (former) school, as well
as managing an annual school Science Fair whilst located there, were some of her more successful endeavors.
Ms. Lewis will be bringing an assortment of learning experiences to the participants in the STEM Programme;
ranging from practical science lessons in Biology, Chemistry and Physics, as well as Information Technology
coding basics and robotics. We welcome her to the team!
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STEM SATURDAYS
A glimpse at some of the activities at the STEM Saturday sessions
at the beginning of this school term:
- Energy
Students explored the topic of energy. Here students are engaged in an experiment that demonstrates the principle
of converting different forms of energy using the Alternative Green Snap Kit.

- Lipids, Electrophiles & Hydrophiles
Students explore how lipids work in the body with a milk
and food colouring experiment. Students also made
'super' bubbles to see how lipids are present in soap and
how they move.
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STEM VACATION CAMP 2018
The STEM July/August Vacation Camp for the bursary
students in the STEM Programme began on Monday
23rd July 2018 for the junior participants and Thursday
2nd August 2018 for the senior participants. Each camp
was held for a period of seven (7) days with the theme
remaining “I2: Innovate Today Improve Tomorrow.”
The participants were challenged this year with a take
home project that required them to make a toy or
useful object using recyclable/reusable materials On
the final day of the camp when projects were brought
in, the innovative skills of the students were quite
evident! Some of the projects presented included the
following:
• a Mathematics game
• a functioning toy car and drill
• environmental robot
• a bird feeder for the Scarlet Ibis
• a handbag made from old clothing

TARGETA: A creative maths game made from reusable items at
home

Several activities including Physics, a Mathematics
Debate, Life Skills, Robotics, Mathematics in Sudoku,
Marine Biology – learning about the endangered local
species the Manatee and the Leatherback Turtle –
kept the students engaged during their classroom
sessions. They also ventured on several field trips to
locations such as the Emperor Valley Zoo, the Pointea-Pierre Wildfowl Trust, the Institute of Marine Affairs
(IMA), Pt. Lisas Industrial Estate (PLIPDECO), the
Caribbean Research Public Health Agency (CARPHA)
and the El Socorro Centre for Wildlife Conservation.

Students work together to build their doodle bot
Life-size soduku game
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STEM VACATION CAMP 2018
STEM CAREER FAIR
The Senior Camp participants also benefited from
a mini ‘career’ fair which was attended by
representatives from the following organisations:
the American Association of Petroleum Geologists
Trinidad and Tobago Chapter (AAPG), the
Association of Professional Engineers of Trinidad
and Tobago (APETT,) the University of the West
Indies School of Veterinary Medicine, and STEM
Ambassadors from Shell Trinidad and Tobago Ltd

STEM OLYMPICS
The STEM “Olympics” was held on the final day of the
camp where four (4) teams for each camp, competed
in activities including a Mathematics relay, name the
animal relay, STEM “Jeopardy”, ‘robotic arm’ race –
Seniors and catapult race – Juniors. This was followed
by the STEM Camp News Report presented by the
participants themselves.

Hydraulic arm race at the STEM Olympics
Shell STEM Ambassadors explore different
STEM career opportunities with the students

CAMP CLOSING CEREMONY
The closing ceremony was held on Wednesday 22nd
August 2018 where participants received certificates
of participation, medals for the top three teams of the
STEM “Olympics” and several special prizes for each
camp. These special prizes included “most participative
male and female campers”, “most disciplined camper”,
“most outstanding male and female campers” and the
“top three take home projects”. The closing ceremony
was attended by parents/guardians, facilitators and
specially invited guests.

Scientific Name that Animal Relay game at the
STEM Olympics
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MIC CLOSING CEREMONY

Students and some of the MIC staff

The Technical Training component of the STEM Programme has been designed to
provide Forms 4-5 boys with hands-on technical training and experience. The
partnership with MIC in 2015 initiated a three-year course with the first cohort of
students. Throughout the three-year programme, students were exposed to General
Safety, Life Skills & Communication, Computer Usage, Applied Engineering
Science/Mathematics, Blue Print Reading and AutoCAD, Industrial Maintenance,
Electrical Technology, Electrical Installation, Welding, Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration and completed the course in July 2018.
As a celebration of the boys’ achievements, the STEM Programme hosted the MIC
Closing Ceremony on Wednesday 22nd August 2018 at the Kapok Hotel. The
ceremony was attended by the students and their proud parents/guardians.
Opening remarks were given by Nneka Mentore of Shell Trinidad and Tobago with
additional speakers such as Myrtle Creese, Acting Vice Principal of East Mucurapo,
Anjani Garibsingh of the Ministry of Education and George Robinson, Initial STEM
Project Manager. With the theme “passion, self and success” Carl Francis, retired
Permanent Secretary and Diplomat gave a powerful feature address.

Feature Speaker- Carl Francis

Student testimonials were given by Simon Mannette, Daniel Osbourne and Akira Job. All the students received
a Certificate of Participation and those who were able to successfully complete all three years and completed
their relevant examinations received graded certificates.
Some of the Special Awards presented:
Most Outstanding:
Aaron White – Overall
Hakeem Qunin – Electrical Power and Controls
Daniel Augustine – Hydraulic & Pneumatics Controls
Curtis Thomas – Electro-Pneumatic Controls
Rueben Christian – Air Conditioning
- SYMBOL OF HOPE Award: Hakeem Greig
- STEM Star Award: Akira Job
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STEM PARTNERSFACILITATOR FOCUS

Q&A

Andre Urquhart - Mathematics
The facilitators in the programme provide the
unique experiences and the ‘Aha moments’ for
students. But who are these facilitators?

When did you start facilitating in the programme?
I started the programme in 2015.

They are a mixed group that consists of teachers,
experts and organizations in the field of STEM.
The facilitators are essential partners in the
programme. This feature introduces the STEM
Programme Facilitators in a brief Q&A session.

Why did you decide to join the STEM programme?
I joined STEM because I felt it would provide opportunities for students to
experience the curriculum in an exciting, positive and more meaningful way
which might not have been always possible in the regular delivery of the
curriculum.
What are your hopes for the programme?
I hope the program continues to grow and expand to more schools providing
students with positive experiences with STEM subjects and the endless
possibilities of STEM related careers.
What was like when you first started the programme?
I found the programme was very organized, structured and student centered
with excellent student/ facilitator support especially in the areas of
supervision and teaching resources.

"

Keep them active and
keep them interested that’s my motto.

"

What changes have you seen since you first started?
The changes that I have seen are:
• the growth and expansion to more schools;
• greater opportunities for collaboration and networking among students and
tutors;
• professional development workshops;
• More support staff and resources;
• Increased stakeholder involvement.
What is unique different or engaging about your sessions?
“Keep them active and keep them interested” that’s my motto.
My sessions allow students to engage in the use of mathematical knowledge
in everyday activities and experiences in a real-life context to solve a
problem/s, as opposed to finding a solution to an arithmetic problem. This
allows students to collaborate and creatively find solutions to the given
problem by actively engaging in the process of the solution instead of trying
to find the right answer.
My sessions usually involve the following components in addition to the
lesson plan set out for the math programme. They are:
• The context or real-life situation in the form of an activity;
• The development and exploration of mathematical skill/ content needed to
solve the problem;
• Teamwork/collaboration/creativity in arriving at a solution;
• Opportunities to share different perspectives on solutions;
• Use of technology and technological devices in exploring/teaching Math.
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STEM PARTNERSFACILITATOR FOCUS
The facilitators in the programme provide the
unique experiences and the ‘Aha moments’ for
students. But who are these facilitators?
They are a mixed group that consists of teachers,
experts and organizations in the field of STEM.
The facilitators are essential partners in the
programme. This feature introduces the STEM
Programme Facilitators in a brief Q&A session.

Q&A

Andre Urquhart - Mathematics
Why do you think your subject area is important for students?
On a superficial level the importance of mathematics for students is hinged on
the acquisition certification and qualification for entry into the job market.
Mathematics and mathematical thinking is also intertwined in multiple
disciples across the curriculum, for example, science, economics language and
even art. Therefore, development of mathematical competence enhances
competencies in other subjects as well.
How does the subject area you’re teaching play into the development of
the T&T and the globe?
The STEM experience of Mathematics for students will enable them to realize
Mathematics is embedded in their everyday activities and mathematical
knowledge may be used as a creative and unique way of expression, problem
solving, collaborating, predicting, estimating, sequencing and use of logical
thinking to answer existing problems or provide the opportunity or platform
for exploration and technological advancement in the future.
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FIELD TRIPST BENEDICT'S COLLEGE GOES GREEN
The Forms 2 & 3 Students of St. Benedict’s College during the
January – June 2018 School Terms were engaged in STEM
sessions facilitated by Tech4Agri which is a social enterprise
group focused on technology and information sharing in
Agriculture with agricultural entrepreneurs, youth groups and
business owners.
As a result, a field trip was organised to Green Thumb Gardens
run by Jameel Phillip located in Central Trinidad for the Forms
2 & 3 students on Tuesday 10th July 2018 and the Form 1
students on Wednesday 11th July 2018 where they had the
opportunity to witness the application of an aquaponics
system and vertical planting systems as well as the importance
of using Mathematics to determine the yield of the crops. They
also visited a nearby farm owned and operated by Mr. Johnny
Soodeen, a farmer who engages in short crop farming and
poultry farming. Farmer Soodeen’s pet monkeys kept the
students thoroughly entertained after touring his farm.
At the end of the day, the students learnt that farming is no
‘monkey’ business!

AKIBA COOPER
Congratulations to Akiba Cooper, STEM Achiever!
Akiba Cooper was awarded the Student Leader Award at
the National Youth Awards on Saturday 8th September
2018. Currently, a form two student of Cowen Hamilton
Secondary School, in 2017 Akiba became a part of Shell’s
Trinidad and Tobago Bursary programme (selected from
the top SEA students in one of Shell’s fenceline
communities, Moruga).
Since starting the programme in 2017 Akiba has
consistently been an attentive and active participant
with a strong competitive spirit. The STEM Programme is
proud to be a part of the development of a new
generation of leaders in innovation. Congratulations
Akiba Cooper on being awarded Student Leader Award!!
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STEM MIC, TOBAGO- FUN DAY
As part of the team-building process in the STEM MIC
Technical Training programme, the participants
engaged in a fun-day on Wednesday 29th August 2018
at the Canaan Bon Accord Grounds.
The students participated in activities such as cricket
and a mini four-a-side football tournament. After a
morning of fun and excitement, the winning teams
were awarded prizes at the end of the tournament.

WHAT'S NEXT : UPCOMING
- ATC Technical Training Closing Ceremony |
Saturday 6th October 2018
Ceremony to close off the year-long ATC
Technical Training Programme

Visit the STEM Facebook Page

@stemprogramtt

29 Tenth Avenue,Barataria,
Trinidad and Tobago
(868) 223-8650
stem@sacodaserv.com
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